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Abstract: The standard of language assessment is considered to be similar within
the same country, but it actually varies from institution to institution even within the
UK. Rubrics are important for language teachers to access students’ written work,
and it also relates to teachers’ objective or subjective marking. This paper looks at
Japanese assessment criteria in a British STEM university where students study
Japanese in the IWLP context. Using two dimensions from Hofstede et al.’s (2010)
cultural taxonomy and Hall’s (1976) concept of high- and low-context culture,
Japanese language rubrics for the written assessment was analysed in 2017.The
findings show that the rubrics examined in this study were under the influence of
Hofstede et al.’s (2010) collectivist and strong uncertainty avoidance educational
culture. The emphasis on the correct use of grammar was observed and also found
that language teachers in this institution grade students’ written work more
objectively using quantitative method. The rubrics includes instructions which
enhance the quality of grading consistent and standardise among all language
teachers. This process also helps to justify the first markers’ awarded marks to the
second marker and also the external examiner. Recommendations are given to
language teachers and managers who coordinate languages. Language teachers
are recommended to inform students whether the focus is accuracy or creativity as
this information affects students in working on their assessed work. It is also
recommended for managers at language centres to revise periodically the
definition of categories to examine if there are any duplication among the rubrics
and update them. Incorporating some aspects of rubrics mentioned in this study
may enhance the quality of language teachers’ grading to be standardised and
consistent.
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1. Introduction
A rubric is a document which contains the scales and criteria of what is assessed
and how scores are given, but it also functions as a standard of assessment
constructs who set it. As each language teacher and institution has a different
rubrics for what qualifies as good writings compared to poor writings (Erdosy, 2003;
Lumley, 2002; Lumley, 2006). Various factors affect to rubrics, such as teacher’s
rating style, personal characteristics, rating experience and educational
background (Lumley & McNamara, 1995; Weigle, 1998). As language teachers’
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criteria may not necessarily match with that of institution they belong, each
institution sets their own rubrics for their language teachers. Rubrics are usually set
by the head of the language department or the person who coordinates the
languages, which represents the value and the belief of the person who sets the
rubrics. Language departments at British universities usually set their own rubrics
which are often based on the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR)
descriptor. They are often shared with students via Virtual Learning Environment.
However, it should be noted that the rubrics in this study is not shared with
students.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the Japanese language teachers claim
that they have more of a workload in marking and grading compared to that of
other institutions they are teaching based on the rubrics. It is true that every
assessment in every subject is not the same. However, if the workload of marking
and grading of assessment of the same language are substantially different,
culture may be considered as a possible candidate to explain the differences.
According to Jonsson & Svingby (2007), the majority of rubric-related articles
discuss the development and benefits of using rubirics but none have looked into
cultural investigation on Japanese language rubrics.
This study is guided by following three Research Questions (RQ):
RQ1 Are there any cultural influences in the rubrics on Japanese language writing
assessment?
RQ2 Is the assessment of students’ written work a subjective process?
RQ3 What are the strengths and weaknesses of this rubrics?

2. Theoretical framework
Three cultural concepts are used as a theoretical framework and explained in three
sections for this study. Hofstede et al.’s (2010) Uncertainty Avoidance (UA) and
Collectivist dimensions are explained in the first two section. The final section
discusses the second concept by Hall’s (1976) high-context culture.
Geert Hofstede is considered as one of the leading academics on culture (Kirkman
et al., 2006; Merkin et al., 2014). Despite some criticism (e.g., Baskerville, 2003;
McSweeney, 2002; Spector, Cooper & Sparks, 2001; Taras & Steel, 2009),
‘Hofstede’s model has been used most often’ (Merkin et al., 2014, p. 3). This study
utilises Hofstede’s framework as a basis of assessment marking scheme analysis.
Hofstede et al.’s (2010) cultural taxonomy consists of five dimensions and has two
opposing poles. Having two opposing poles on the spectrum is the main reason to
choose as a framework for this study as it is easier to compare and understand
educational culture and underlying pedagogies. Categorising a particular
nationality into one of two cultures may be too stereotypical and simplistic as the
reality is much more complex. Given that today’s society consists of people with
different heritages and preferences due to globalisation, it is difficult to generalise
the cultural preferences of a particular nationality or heritage. However, we cannot
dismiss that there is also some truth of Hofstede et al.’s cultural taxonomy.
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Hofstede et al. (2010) divide cultures into five dimensions: large vs. small power
distance; individualism vs. collectivism; masculinity vs. femininity; strong vs. weak
uncertainty avoidance; and long- vs. short-term. Among these, uncertainty
avoidance is explained next, which is followed by collectivist and high context
culture.
2.1. Strong UA and accuracy
Hofstede et al. (2010) define UA as ‘the extent to which the members of a culture
feel threatened by ambiguous or unknown situations’ (Hofstede et al., 2010, p.
191). High/Strong Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI) scoring countries need
predictability and low/weak UAI scoring nations are not concerned about unknown
situations. Japan is one of high/strong UAI scoring nations (Hofstede et al., 2010)
and one of the pedagogies of a strong UA culture include ‘precision and punctuality
come naturally’ (Hofstede, 1991, p. 37). Following Stevens (1998) summarises the
different emphasis on reward comparing the British and the Japanese.
The Japanese feel most comfortable in a situation where there is only one correct
answer that it is possible to find. They also expect to be rewarded for accuracy.
The British, however, expect to be rewarded for originality (Stevens, 1998).
The emphasis on accuracy increases a sense of security for the students, which
helps to reduce uncertainty and contributes to strong UA culture. It is hypothesised
that the emphasis on accuracy may be found in this study as the rubrics are set by
the Japanese coordinator.
2.2. Collectivist culture and information sharing
Collectivist is defined as ‘the interests of the individual prevail over the interests of
the group’ (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 91). Hofstede (1991) uses Japan as being an
example of a collectivist country (Hofstede, 1991, p. 57). It is hypothesised that the
writing rubrics set by a Japanese coordinator may have a collectivist cultural
influence. Varner & Beamer (2005) explains the relationship between collectivist
and information sharing as follows.
Information belongs to the group, not the individual. That way, individuals are
linked together into a collective… In group-oriented cultures, what is known by one
member of a group is known by all members of the group (Varner & Beamer, 2005,
p. 241).
Information sharing is also hypothesised to be found in the writing rubrics.
2.3. Writing style: indirect and vague
Hall’s (1976) high-context culture is the second concept. Hall (1976, p. 79) defines
‘high-context (HC) communication as ‘very little is in the coded, explicit, transmitted
part of the message’ and ‘HC cultures tend to use indirect, non-confrontational, and
vague language, relying on the listener’s or reader’s ability to grasp the meaning
from the context’ (Hall, 1976, p. 84). Charnock (2010) also points out that:
‘Confucian-heritage writers show respect for their readers by presenting material
without spelling out its relevance and allowing the reader to draw inference from it’
(Charnock, 2010). Both Hall (1976) and Charnock (2010) agree that the Japanese
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uses vague language and relying on the readers’ ability to grasp the meaning. As
the rubrics are set by a Japanese coordinator, a high-context (Hall & Hall, 1990)
cultural influence may be influenced.
Kaplan (1966) analysed writings of several students from different cultures and he
also hypothesised their thought pattern. Kaplan (1966) asserts that ‘logic which is
the basis of rhetoric, is evolved out of culture; is not universal’ and analyses the
writing of five different languages (English, Romance, Russian, Oriental and
Semitic). Kaplan (1966) describes oriental writing as ‘turning and turning in a
widening gyre’ (Kaplan, 1966, p. 17) and summarises ‘the approach of indirection’
(Kaplan, 1966, p. 17). Kaplan’s (1966) analysis of Japanese writing matches with
vagueness claimed by Hall (1976) and Charnock (2010). The rubrics which are set
by the Japanese may also have influence of indirect and vague language.

3. Methodology
This study analyses a Japanese language summative assessment writing rubrics
for Japanese beginners’ level from a British STEM university in 2016/2017.
3.1. Data collection
Data collection was a convenient sampling which the researcher was able to
access by teaching at this STEM university. The assessment of this university
consists of six pieces of coursework, a final exam and an oral exam during one
year. The writing task is part of the final exam which includes grammar, reading
and writing skills. The writing task takes open-ended question. The rubrics for the
writing assessment are not shared with students. As rubrics were set by a
Japanese coordinator, the researcher translated the appropriate Assessed criteria
and Scoring criteria into Japanese for the purpose of this study. Assessed criteria
has four criteria: 1) Grammar & Structure, 2) Vocabulary, 3) Spelling, and 4)
Content & Organisation. The scoring criteria and guide ranges from 0 to 100%. At
this university, following six bands are given: over 80%, 70s, 60s, 50s, 40s and
below 30%.
3.2. Data analysis
To find out the strong UA, the number of word related to accuracy (i.e. the term
‘correct’) which appeared in the rubrics was examined and counted as for strong
UA. The collectivist culture was examined by looking at instructions in the rubrics
which the person who set the rubrics (coordinator) shares information with all
language teachers. To identify the high context culture, whether there are any
vague or indirectness instructions in the rubrics.

4. Results and discussion
The results of analysis are discussed on three headings strong uncertainty
avoidance, collectivist culture and high context culture.
Strong uncertainty avoidance culture: accuracy
The word ‘correct’ was mentioned total of five times in the assessment criteria of
Spelling, Grammar & Structure and Scoring Guide.
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In the Spelling Instruction, the word ‘accurate’ is mentioned once:
‘Please check if the students write hiragana and katakan accurately’ (ICL, 2016).
This is the emphasis which shows strong UA.
In the Grammar & Structure instruction, ‘correct’ was mentioned four times in the
following instructions:
1. ‘Please check if students have used studied grammar correctly’ (ICL, 2016)
which is an emphasis on correct grammar, which shows preference for strong
uncertainty avoidance culture.
2. ‘Please write down all grammar points which are used correctly at the bottom of
the grid paper’ (ICL, 2016).
3. Plus points are given for the correct use of adverbs such as ‘sometimes’,
‘always’, ‘very’ and ‘not very’ (ICL, 2016).
4. Plus points are given to the correct use of connectors such as ‘and’ and ‘then’
(ICL, 2016).
Furthermore, the following Scoring guide instructions emphasise the accruacy
regarding the use of grid paper and word count:
The
deductions
are
instructed
in
the
following
two
ocassions:
1) when students do not master how to use the grid papers,
2) when students do not write the required number of words (ICL, 2016).
These deduction points emphases accuracy and also imply control in details which
shows strong UA.
Collectivist culture: information sharing
Information sharing is common in collectivist culture which is represented by ‘what
is known by one member of a group is known by all members of the group’ (Varner
& Beamer, 2005, p. 241). Information sharing is observed by the coordinator’s two
instructions. The first instruction implies that the more students use learned
vocabulary and grammar, the higher their marks on three criteria on ‘Content’,
‘Grammar’ and ‘Vocabulary’.
‘At this level, students have limited vocabulary and grammar so the rich and
interesting content may not be apparent. But those who use various learnt
vocabulary and grammar points are usually rich and interesting enough... In other
words, those who use various learnt vocabulary and grammar points are usually
rich and interesting enough. Those who have a few mistakes but do not include
various learnt vocabulary and grammar points are not so rich and interesting in
content’ (ICL, 2016).
In the second instruction, the coordinator shares information which all language
teachers are expected to follow.
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‘Please write down all grammar points which are used correctly at the bottom of the
grid paper. By doing so, you will see how many grammar points students used and
the variety of their usages.This also helps the second markers to mark... It is
helpful for the second markers to underline in red where students used incorrect
grammar (but you don’t have to correct them as students do not see these scripts)’
(ICL, 2016).
This instruction makes the quality of grading/marking consistent and standardised.
It also implies the use of quantitative method for justification of the awarded marks.
To justify their marks, each language teacher goes through the following three
stages:
1) The first marker must count the number of grammar and vocabulary mistakes in
each student’s essay writing and record the number to justify the marks awarded;
2) Taking into account the numbers of the highest (Maximum) and the lowest
(Minimum) students’ number of mistakes, the average number of mistakes is
determined by the first marker;
3) Based on the maximum, minimum and average number of mistakes, the
benchmark is created by the first marker.
This procedure uses descriptive statistics which each teacher has to find the
maximum, minimum and average to determine the benchmark. Furthermore, the
benchmark alters every time writing assignments are submitted. As this university
sets six essay writing assignments in a year, it takes up a large amount of the
language teachers’ time for grading in addition to their teaching and marking. From
the above three stages, it is possible to say that these assessment criteria are not
very subjective.
High-Context (HC) culture: vague and indirect
As far as this study’s rubrics are concerned, the instructions are very specific
(‘Please write down all grammar points which are used correctly at the bottom of
the grid paper’ and ‘It is helpful for the second markers to underline in red where
students used incorrect grammar (but you don’t have to correct them as students
do not see these scripts)’ (ICL, 2016) and and in detailed (plus points and
deduction points). It is unexpected results to say that the influence of high context
culture is very small from the collected data.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1. Conclusions
A brief review of the three RQs will enable the key conclusions to be summarised
in this study. The conclusion considers answering the following questions in this
study:
1. Are there any cultural influences in the assessment criteria?
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HC, collectivist and strong uncertainty avoidance culture were observed in the
assessment criteria. The accuracy related terms were mentioned five times in the
instruction, which indicates a strong UA culture. Information sharing was observed
in two instructions. The information was the procedure which all language teachers
are expected to follow. The information of deduction and plus points were written
very specifically and in detail. Indirect instructions were not observed, which implies
that the influence of HC culture was not very strong from this data.
2. Is assessment of students’ work a subjective process?
Although the rubric does not specifically mention quantitative methods, the actual
work which the Japanese language teachers involves with quantitative methods to
justify the first markers’ awarded marks to the second and external markers. This
indicates that assessment of students’ work based on these assessment criteria is
not very subjective.
3. What is the strength and weakness of these assessment criteria?
The strength of these assessment criteria is the consistency of the grading by
standardisation, whereas the weakness is time-consuming to mark and grade,
which creates additional work for language teachers.
5.2. Recommendations
Recommendations for this study considers two parties: 1) the managers/directors
who coordinate languages; and 2) language teachers.
1) The managers/directors who coordinate languages
It is recommended that managers/directors who coordinate languages should
revise the definitions of Categorisation 1 to examine if there are any duplicated
categories and update any unclear, ambiguous or inappropriate definitions to
enhance the quality of assessment criteria. Although all language teachers refer to
the assessment criteria, they may question the validity of their assessment criteria
as they are aware that their assessment criteria may not be very clear and useful. It
is worth considering incorporating some aspects of the assessment in this paper to
standardise and consistent.
2) Language teachers
As for language teachers, it is important to inform students whether the focus of the
institution is on accuracy or creativity. This information affects the students’ focus
to work on their assessment. For example, if the assessment criteria focus on
accuracy, students will focus on writing accurately in grammar and vocabulary use.
If the assessment criteria focus on creativity, students will write creatively beyond
their level and they do not have to concern about making mistakes.
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